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In the picture, it’s summer 1939, in Ragan Park. People of all ages are gathered around a big black car.  Ladies 
in pretty dresses are distributing books. The Tampa Public Library Free Reading vehicle, courtesy of the federal 
WPA, is bringing literature to the citizens. 

Now 69 years later, graduate studio art students of the USF School of Art and Art History Critical Writing class 
are hitting the roads of Tampa Bay in another bookmobile project called Moving Thought. 

II remembered the nostalgic Burgert Brothers photograph from my own graduate work years ago. Much more, 
I vividly recall the fun, terror and sheer hard work of being a graduate student, and I am amazed at what the 
students have been able to accomplish in four short months to put together this big, complicated project.

TThe idea was simple and clean: to find a vehicle, fill it with artist books, and drive it around the area. This 
doesn’t even begin to describe the many challenges—temporal, conceptual, practical, financial, logistical, 
bureaucratic, and ad infinitum—presented by the project. Despite it all, the class has come through, big time, 
with a sexy, shiny Airstream trailer, packed with provocative artist books. The merry band of artists and their 
fearless leader, Dr. Alan Moore, are piloting the land yacht from Safety Harbor to Ybor City to Sarasota, 
conducting book workshops and selling books to the citizens.

NumeNumerous people from the university and community have helped to make Moving Thought possible, and 
they are all listed above. We thank them for their generous assistance and confidence in the project. In 
particular we are indebted to Frank Bates of Bates RV, who made the beautiful Airstream available to USF.

TThe USF School of Art and Art History provided seed funds and the means to tow the Airstream, and the 
Contemporary Art Museum has organized the project, providing guidance, logistical and financial assistance, 
and a home base. The students have transformed the Museum Store into a book storeroom with the help of 
museum preparators. After its travels, the Airstream will perch on the lawn outside the USF Contemporary Art 
Museum for six weeks, as a relic of the Moving Thought adventures and the belief in the power of artist books 
that inspired them. 
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